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This communication comes in Peace.  

At no time may the writer, nor the reader,  

nor anyone who actions  

Rule of Lore/Law, All Are Equal Before The Lore/Law 

Be harmed, in any way whatsoever, at any time. Ever.  

This is the Laws of peace  

as we welcome 1000 Golden Years in which  

Planet Earth will experience no War.  

 

  The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth. Matthew 5:5         

_____________________
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13 January, 2023   

001-001 D and T Markwell and SAFA :   

Kidnap, hostage, and failure of Lawful Due Process by Public Servants.    

Also known as slavery.    

Damages Bill assigned to SAFA and the Treasury, for immediate payment. 

Press Release  
 

The Organised hostage and kidnap of youth by Government Departments:
Including Police, Department of Child Protection, Centrelink, Foster Care Homes,  
the Private Court System, The Indemnity Insurance Departments.  
 
The 40 minute overview of this case, can be viewed here:  
https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/c0VjhaVwF09

1. Further to the kidnap of Takara Markwell, on October 28 2021, at the South Australia 
Police Station, without free will or informed consent, and without lawful due process 
whereby the claimant must prove their claim before a competent court; a presumption 
of guilt was exercised against mother: Donna Markwell, indicating that she is a slave 
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without right to Lawful Due Process.  

2. This resulted in the organised and premeditated separation of Donna from her 14 year 
old daughter, Takara, who then disappeared for 36 days into the foster care system of 
the Department of Child Protection (DCP).  Without any contact with family for the first 
17 days.  This represents a hysterical landscape for mother, child, family and friends. 

3. This is a lawless process, which has proven itself to be accountable to no 
structure, authority, court, or ombudsman within the statutory framework in 
which it is created and continues to exist.  

4. This is a structure to facilitate the lawless process of kidnap and hostage by public 
servants who are all paid on the public purse.  
4.1. This is a form of child trafficking.  
4.2. This is a quest to secure Centrelink payments for carers.  
4.3. Thus drawing attention to Centrelink that it has no due process to clarify that a 

child who has left the family home and is now in care, has arrived there by lawful 
due process, supported by flawless, substantiating paperwork, in which the 
claimant has had to prove their claim.  

4.4. Such proof does not include long fabricated statements about a parent.  
 

5. Although this is ‘a good case’ compared to many in which the children are never seen 
again, and whereby T Markwell was returned to her family in 36 days, and the entire 
court process was reversed: clearly indicating it was a lawless process implemented by 
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Magistrate Adair, the violence and trauma is real.  The failure of Lawful Due Process is 
not a standard Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction can ignore.   

6. Details of the case may be viewed here: 
6.1. https://executiveorders.life/press-release-record/entry/3196/?

gvid=2748&pagenum=2

6.2. And here:  
https://executiveorders.life/press-release-record/#gallery-22-35-5294-3

6.3. And here:  
https://executiveorders.life/press-release-record/entry/5333/?
gvid=2748&pagenum=1

6.4. And a video recording of the matter may be viewed here:  
https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/c0Vj1iVwFZd 

7. As remedy for Injury has been sought throughout the past 14 months; there is 
clarity that remedy does not exist in this current legislative framework for such  
Lawless conduct.  Not in the court system and not in the insurance companies.   
The damages for Harm and Injury, as per invoice:   
DCP-Invoice-001-on-06.11.2022-2.pdf remain outstanding, and can be viewed here, 
with names of perpetrators of kidnap and hostage, who at all times remain in 100% 
personal liability.   ‘Corporate Immunity’ does not exist in Law, only in a statutory 
framework designed to perpetrate criminal activity, such as this matter.  
https://executiveorders.life/press-release-record/entry/5294/?gvid=2748&pagenum=1 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8. The last communication in an attempt to acquire remedy, was dated 23.12.2022, by 
SAFA : South Australia Financing Authority - a Government Department to cover 
Indemnity Insurance for Government Employees, who have harmed community.  The 
response validates that within the statutory framework, kidnap and hostage without 
lawful due process is not deemed to be harm, and it is ok to exist in our landscape.  
And thus SAFA did reject the claim for damages based on the following:  

8.1. The initial removal of Takara Markwell occurred pursuant to Section 41 of the 
Children and Young People (Safety) Act 2017 (the Act), and the subsequent 
interim care and protection order was made by the Youth Court on 4 November 
2021.  
 
The interim protection order was revoked by the Youth Court on 8 December 
2021.  
 
In considering claims for compensation, SAFA is required to have regard to the 
appropriate legislation.  
 
In the circumstances of your claim, the above occurred in accordance with the 
relevant statutory frameworks.  
 
On this basis, we are not able to further assist you with your claim for 
compensation arising from this matter.  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9. Statutory Framework should not be a license to facilitate criminal activity, but clearly is. 
10.Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction dismiss such standards and hold 

100% accountability for damages.   

11.SAFA is hereby informed, 
11.1. it is an arm of the Board of the Guardians, it exists because of Crown: We The 

People of Superior Jurisdiction.  
11.2. It is financed by Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction.   
11.3. It is a public servant to Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction. 
11.4. And is therefore beholden to instructions from Crown: We The People of 

Superior Jurisdiction. 
11.5. Failure to follow such instructions is deemed another example of slave conduct in 

which Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction cannot be seen, nor 
heard, and will attract the consequential outcomes for such a crime.   

12.The ‘statutory frameworks’ that SAFA, and it’s individual employees, relies upon to 
rebut the damages claim renders it also to be complicit in kidnap and hostage. 
12.1. Statutory being an inferior jurisdiction to Law, and the private rule book of a 

Private Operating System Of Commerce (POSOC) that does view the People as 
it’s Public/cattle, and thus may be moved around for profit, no different than a 
sheep. 
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12.2. This standard is wholly fictional and is slavery. Criminal Code 270, slavery 25 
years jail. 

12.3. As SAFA is merely an empty corporation, all responsibility, as per maxim of law: 
‘all are accountable for their actions’, rests firmly with the employees of the 
corporation, who are administering the funds of the Birth Certificate.  Each Birth 
Certificated is valued at $230M. Accountability is deeming the kidnap and 
hostage of a 14 year old girl without Lawful Due Process to be acceptable, when 
in fact it is criminal activity. 

12.3.1. Mr Rick Persse -  Under Treasurer, Presiding Member
12.3.2. Mr Mark Day: Company Director 
12.3.3. Ms Susan Crago
12.3.4. Mr David Russell 
12.3.5. Ms Jacqueline Guerin.  
12.3.6. 3 additional members, not named and without photographs.  

12.4. Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction, do find the following:  

12.5. And as per the Orders from - 17th Terra Australis Grand Jury - Agenda 11.11 am 
AWST 7.1.2023 Order #5, the following is relevant:  
 
Order #5  
5.1.Regarding the Markwell case: and the feedback from the insurance industry, 
in this case the SAFA, relying on the following feedback:  
5.1.1.The initial removal of Takara Markwell occurred pursuant to Section 41 of 
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the Children and Young People (Safety) Act 2017 (the Act), and the subsequent 
interim care and protection order was made by the Youth Court on 4 November 
2021.  
5.1.2.The interim protection order was revoked by the Youth Court on  
8 December 2021.  
5.1.3.In considering claims for compensation, SAFA is required to have regard to 
the appropriate legislation.  
5.1.4.In the circumstances of your claim, the above occurred in accordance with 
the relevant statutory frameworks.  
5.2. Therefore: Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction recognise that 
such relevant statutory frameworks are a license to kidnap and hold hostage 
children, whilst failing lawful due process that the accused would have the most 
basic right to be heard, in response to the claim made against her, and that the 
claimant, by Maxim of Law would have had to prove their claim before exercising 
any alleged remedy to said unfounded claim and therefore this relevant statutory 
frameworks is a framework of slavery. Criminal Code 270 25 years jail.  
5.3.Nor was the communication a request for compensation. It was a submission 
of fees incurred as damages for kidnap and hostage as per  
un-rebutted affidavit  ACC-21-1795, which was filed into Adelaide Youth Court on 
4.11.22.  And was accepted.   
This un-rebutted affidavit does include the fee schedule and is the substantiating 
document to DCP Invoice 001, 6.11.2022:  $77 921 400, as at $10 000 per hour 
for every hour Takara was kidnapped, and for the ensuing trauma off retrieving 
her, such as court appearances. This figure pertains to each individual involved in 
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the kidnap.  The list of individuals involved, is not yet exhausted, eg: foster carers 
who are complicit in child kidnap and holding hostage.  
 

What say you Jurors?  

In the face of the evidence of no court in Australia having any jurisdiction over the 
matter: Federal Court rejected the claim based on no jurisdiction, and the High 
Court refused to hear it, nor being able to redirect to where remedy might be 
found; or any capacity to administer appropriate standards of Lawful Due 
Process, does this Grand Jury of Crown: We The People of Superior 
Jurisdiction, hold the SAFA accountable for facilitating the damage fees incurred 
for hostage and kidnap of Takara Markwell?  
 
And clearly noting: that all funding, for anything, is underwritten by the tool in 
commerce called the Birth Certificate, whereby each Birth Certificate was last 
valued at $230M each. And recognising that the current system of currency is 
merely digits in a computer and any alleged scarcity of wealth is purely a psy-op 
of control and does not exist on our abundant planet.  
 

What say you Jurors?  Unanimous Yes 
 

                          __________________________  
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6.Order #6  
6.1.And do we hold the Public Servants, paid on the Public purse 100% liable and 
accountable for such disbursement or be also held complicit in kidnap and 
hostage. Those individuals being: https://www.safa.sa.gov.au/about-safa/boards-
and-committees  
6.1.1.The following Board is permitted 5 - 7 members. It has 5. One is supposed 
to be an Insurance specialist.  
6.1.2.Mr Rick Persse - Under Treasurer. No credentials listed.  
6.1.3.Mr Mark Day - No credentials listed.  
6.1.4.Ms Susan Cargo - No credentials listed.  
6.1.5.Mr David Russell - No credentials listed.  
6.1.6.Ms Jacqueline Guerin - Chief Financial Officer- SA Water  
6.1.7.And a further Board exists:  
6.1.8.SAFA Risk and Performance Committee: The Risk and Performance 
Committee provides independent advice to the Under Treasurer on SAFA’s 
financial and performance reporting responsibilities, risk management, and 
internal control systems. The committee consists of three members.  
6.1.9.No members are listed by name, face or credentials.  
6.1.10.It is pointless to refer to the Committee as independent as it is also a 
public servant and is inherently biased to uphold the standards of the prevailing 
relevant statutory frameworks  
6.1.11.This system is grossly inadequate and requires immediate upgrade, to 
facilitate Law, as per Order # 5  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What say you Jurors?  Unanimous Yes 

                    __________________________  

13.Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction, do find the following:  

13.1. Additional Orders of consequence:  
 

13.2. Grand Jury 11 Order #4     14.7.22 
 
Jurors what say you:  That all cases are publicly listed of children of CPS, DCP, foster 
care homes, Judges and Magistrates ?   
 
Unanimous Yes. 

13.3. Grand Jury 11 Order #5      14.7.22 
 
All decisions regarding the movement of a child from the natural home, require a Jury 
decision, before a Court of highest jurisdiction.  All voices must be heard.  
A Common Law Sheriff must be in attendance before a child is removed.   
 
Unanimous Yes. 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13.4. Grand Jury 12  Order # 3.  12.8.22 
 
Judges and Magistrates, being of inferior jurisdiction due to being part of the  
Poor Laws 1535 and their ongoing development to this modern day, and being  
part of a system that was created without the free will and informed consent of  
We The People:   
 
Those who fail to acknowledge Superior Jurisdiction when announced, that being Divine 
Special Appearance, or Executor and Beneficiary, or the living man or woman, or any 
other term used to describe the same, will be deemed incompetent and removed from 
their position.   
 
Offenders should be publicly listed here for injury.  
https://executiveorders.life/form-a-injured-party/ 
 
What say you Jurors:  do you agree Judges and Magistrates who fail to step into the role 
of Trustee, upon announcement of the Executor are incompetent and need to step away 
from their role or be listed as stood down due to incompetence.   
 
Unanimous Yes.  
 

13.5. Grand Jury 13.  Order #2   10.9.22 
 
In this Order, we collectively change the jurisdiction of the Birth Certificate from being 
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privately owned by the private member association that calls itself the global 
government, and is now the property of the People, as an administration tool for 
commerce, facilitating access to inherent right to resources.   
 
Unanimous Yes. 

13.6. Grand Jury 13.  Order #3   10.9.22 
 

Based on Order #2, we are now free to recognise Parliament, not as a place of 
Law, but as a place of legal, administrating the Office of the Person/s with the 
Private BAR legal practitioners not as ‘lawyers’, but as legal practitioners, who 
cannot practice legal beyond the scope of their oath to that private membership.   
We, The People, are Law.  Because Law lives in Nature and We The People are 
Nature.  Legal is Paper, Persons are administered via private statutes and 
legislations, some of which are useful and many of which are complete rubbish.   
 
What say you Jurors?    
Are We The People, free to expect all lawyers, will rebrand themselves as ‘legal 
practitioners’ and not present themselves as Lawyers, as this purposefully blurs 
the line between Person and People. ?  
 
Unanimous Yes.  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13.7. Grand Jury 13.  Order #6   10.9.22 
 
Further, no corporation may respond to communications, with just a department cited.   A 
name must  be attached to the response.   
 
Unanimous Yes. 

13.8. Grand Jury 13.  Order # 7   10.9.22 
The doctrine of parens patriae, born of Eterni Regis of 1481, in which the State 

declares itself to be the parent and We The People to be perpetual children of 
incompetent standards, and thus facilitates the abduction of children by the Department 
of Child Protection, is Null and Void.   It has served as a function of the POSOC.  
 
Such actions by DCP are deemed actions of kidnap and hostage and will be processed 
by the Common Law Courts accordingly.   
 
This further substantiates previous Orders regarding the removal of children, and in 
which Sheriffs must now be present for such events and lawful due process before a 
competent Court must be witnessed.  
 
What say you Jurors?   
 

The doctrine of parens patriae is deemed Null and Void and Judges and Magistrates 

are strictly forbidden from using it.   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Unanimous Yes.  
 

13.9. Grand Jury 14.  Order #5   10.10.22 
 
Pertaining to Order 3 and 4 Accurate accounting must be made transparent at quarterly 
increments, and  
 
All essential services need to be addressing their accounting and moving the debtor back 
into the Creditor position, and moving themselves into the debtor position and returning 
receipts of correct book keeping to the Acceptor, to whom they issued the Bill.  
 
Unanimous Yes. 

13.10.Grand Jury 16.  Order #3  8.12.22 
 
The Birth Certificate is no longer available for use without permission as the 
Guardianship is dissolved.  
 
Unanimous Yes. 

13.11.Grand Jury 16.  Order #4  8.12.22 
 
For the individual, in their personal capacity, occupying the Office of any Public Servant 
role who fails to respond to Crown Executive Orders, the fine is $5000 in gold and/or 
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silver;  for the individual and is publicly gazetted for belligerence and slavery.   
 
Unanimous Yes. 

13.12.Grand Jury 16.  Order #5  8.12.22 
 
At any time We The People are free to declare the Guardianship over, 
and to put them in the position of Trustee and we take the position of Executor and 
Beneficiary and are free to communicate via the Executor and Beneficiary letterhead, 
and issue instructions to disperse resources.  
 
And just as they persist in ignoring the Creditor to maintain their position of war, we 
persist in holding accountability to bring about Peace and Prosperity for all.  
 
Unanimous Yes. 

13.13.Grand Jury 16.  Order #6  8.12.22 
 
At any time We The people are free to speak in terms of the Creditor accounting 
and expect that it is made available.  
 
Unanimous Yes. 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14. In conclusion, it is expected the following individuals will make immediate contact with 
Donna Markwell to bring remedy to this matter.    
No later than 20 January 2023 12pm. AEST.  

14.1.Mr Rick Persse - Under Treasurer. No credentials listed. 
14.2.Mr Mark Day - No credentials listed.  

14.3.A tax component to this payment is not accepted.   

15.As the insurance industry is the under insurer/taker of the Birth Certificate, that being 
the monetisation of the Birth Certificate;  it is also responsible to facilitate the vast, 
pending, injury claims from the private business model known as covid19.  Thus this 
Notice of Demand for Harm and Injury Payment is early warning to organise financial 
affairs in anticipation of that development.   
 
Insurers will be notified accordingly of required funds as community continues to 
organise itself to bring full accountability for the gross violations of the covid19 private 
agenda of mass vaccination: an extraordinary violation of Maxim of Law: free will and 
informed consent are essential, at all times.  Also framed in the Nuremberg Code, 
which has also been violated.   

16.Clearly the Treasury will be involved in these payments.  
17.In alignment with the implementation of the Quantum Financial System, no ‘alleged’ 

shortage of funds will be accepted for the injuries incurred.  
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18.All parties are expected to commence organisation for pay out.  
19.A tax component will be discussed based on such funds facilitating community needs.  

 
 
ENDS.  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